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Application & Information Services

Enterprise Applications

Rosemary Nissley

Dev & Alumni ReTs Applications

William Gilmore

David Curran

Renae Ethengain

Frank Nguyen

Michelle Oliver

John Stahl

Jeanine Kleba

Financial/HR Systems

Arti Adya

Kalyani Balasubramanian

Faina Goldman

Danielle Modzelewski

Ravi Musuku

Aleksandar Pejcic

Payroll / HR Applications

William MacDonald

Tatyana Shushkovsky

Ernesto Chieffo

Laural Arthur

Human Capital Management

Justin Besachio

Howard Deas

Ana Isel Garcia

Sumandeep Kassis

Research Admin Applications

Manisha Patel

Stacce Ramey

John Francis Sebastian

Andrew Ulane

Shea Hammond

Janice Panesar
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Next Generation Student Systems

NGSS

Financial Aid

Amy Staab

Katherine Wilson

Records

Nancy Bercich

Tamara Duffy

Reporting

William Branan
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Client Services

Donna Milici
Client Services

Kathy Ritchie

Campus Initiatives
Dawn Augustino

Client Care & Provider Services
Amy Phillips

Client Engagement & Relationship Mgmt
West Phinney

Classroom Technology Services
Jeff Douthett

HireIT
Annette Smith

IT Learning
Adam Cranston
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Client Services

Campus Initiatives

Dawn Augustino

Sarah Katz

Greg Palmer
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Client Services

Classroom Technology Services

Jeff Douthett

- Rennard Carmichael
- Jeffrey Clark
- Dennis Drass
- Michael Heath
- Alison Powers
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Communications

Jaron Rhodes
Communications Group

Randall Couch
Teresa Leo
Celeste Stewart
Jennifer Yuan
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Human Resources

Denise Lay
Human Resources

Cynthia DuFour

Jacqueline Raynor

Nicole Tenney
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Shared Services

Kirk Trasborg
Shared Services

Costing
ISC Finance & Planning
Supply Chain

Bill Kasenchar
Gary Delson
David Mongeluzi
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Shared Services

Costing

Bill Kasenchar

Robert Barron

Patrick McCauley
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Technology Services

James Choate
Technology Services

Communications & Collaboration Technologies
- Mark Wehrle

Emerging Solutions
- John Mulhern III

Infrastructure Operations
- Donna Jacobs

Platforms Infrastructure & Network Engineering
- Tiffany Hanulec

Strategic Project Administration
- Reni Roberts
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